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Tom’s Weekly Newsletter March 17, 2021 

Fed Day! 

 

The Federal Reserve left interest rates unchanged.  This announcement came 

out as it always does; 1pm US Eastern Time 

The markets popped up on that announcement and in its typical pattern of 

trade it almost immediately traded in the opposite direction from the initial 

move. 

That pop and drop (in today’s case), was short lived.  The markets (DJ-30, 

NASDAQ and S&P500 ended up higher on the day and near their highs for the 

day. 

The Fed said there are concerns of inflation, but the economy is strong, and 

they are not (for now) going to raise interest rates for another two years 

(through 2023). 

Based on the way the markets ended the trading day, this was deemed good 

news. 

Tom Gentile 

C1P Chief 1-Percenter 
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Four Corners of the Market 
 
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust 
 

 
The market (Dow30, NASDAQ and SP500) and represented by the ETF for the 
S&P500, they SPY broke out to all-time highs 4-5 trading days ago. 
 
It started out trading where it closed and was even softening up during the 
day until we got the Fed’s decision on interest rates.  The Fed sees the 
economy as one that is strong and could get stronger.  They also see the 
prospects of inflation getting a bit higher, but not enough to change their 
current stance of NOT raising rates until and through 2023. 
 
Technically I am watching to see fi there is follow through to the upside. 
 
SPY closed above the resistance line above 4 of the last 5 trading days so that 
is bullish, but will there be some profit taking selling now that the Fed has 
made their statement?  Will this be a buy the news situation?  
 
As long as SPY maintains above that resistance higher prices are more likely. 
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF 
 

 
 
TLT had an extremely short lived double bottom at 138. 
 
That failed as TLT broke below that support, on a gap lower 4-trading days 
ago. 
 
The gap has yet to be filled as they have a habit of doing at times.  This makes 
me see that move as more bearish than it could have been. 
 
If you take the pivot high in late February to the double bottom support at 138 
that’s about 5-points at least. 
 
Take that 5-points from the support break and a move lower that mirrors that 
range could take this lower that same amount. 
 
5-points lower makes for a target price of 133.  The doji day today speaks of 
indecision between the bulls and bears and ‘may’ end up being a bottom for 
TLT, but only the following days will tell that story. 
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UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund 
 

 
 
Last week I mentioned the prospect of a mirrored move to the upside was 
possible and sure enough it happened (and a bit more of a move happened). 
 
I am showing the arrows to exemplify that in the mage above. 
 
The bullishness peaked out a hair above 24.90. 
 
It has since been pulling back and with the bullish (dovish tone) Fed outlook 
possibly bringing in more buying to equities, UUP and bonds are at risk of 
trading lower still. 
 
Unlike TLT, which is at lows, UUP is holding up a bit better. 
 
I am watching to see if that previous pivot high (resistance) back in early Feb. 
becomes new support or if UUP continues to slide back towards 24.20. 
 
UUP tends to trade inverse to equities so if I’m bearish UUP, I’m bullish SPY. 
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USO - United States Oil Fund, LP 
 

 
 
There is no question USO is in a very strong and definitive uptrend over the 
range of days shown. 
 
Right now, I see a bit of a box (sideways) range is in place and all that means 
to me is I need to wait to see which way it breaks to decide if I need to manage 
any existing bullish option trades and ascertain if I need to take any profits 
available or preserve my capital. 
 
If it breaks out higher, I can then expect the bullishness to continue through 
the seasonally bullish period I have written about in a 2021 Energy and Oil 
Opportunities Report. 
 
To take the width of the sideways range and extrapolate a mirrored move 
higher or lower equates to a 1-point expectation higher or lower.  That may 
not have enough meat on the bones to consider an option trade on, but maybe 
it gives a bullish enough bias (break out) to look at options on other oil stocks 
or ETF’s. 
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GLD - SPDR Gold Shares 
 

 
 
Last week, my comment in the chart image for GLD, said there was an 
encouraging bounce for GLD bulls. 
 
That encouraging bounce has carried over from the previous week into this 
one. 
 
With equities trading at or near all-time new highs one could understand GLD 
lower as they tend to trade inverse to each other, but right now the bounce off 
the recent lows, which by the way, coincides with a previous low from back in 
June 2020. 
 
This is a very long-term double bottom support. 
 
I drew in horizontal lines above the current price that coincides with what I 
see as old support levels that could be used as potential future price targets / 
new resistance levels. 
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From the Desk of a CMT, ADX Ranker Case Study 
 
ADX construction was covered last week so let’s get right to applying the 
indicator: 
 
An ADX line rising up above 20 signals a trending market, while an ADX line 
falling below 40 signals a non-trending environment. Key areas of movement 
for the ADX are 20 and 40, with readings below 20 suggesting a weak/no 
trend and readings above 40 suggesting a strong trend. 
 

Action Strength Market 

Rising line below 20 Very Weak Trending 

Rising line moving up above 20 Strengthening Trending 

Rising line moving up above 40 Very Strong Trending 

Divergent falling line below 40* Weakening Trending 

Falling line below 40 n/a “Trendless” Sideways 

Falling line below 20 n/a “Trendless” Sideways 

                Table 1: Interpretation of ADX Readings 
 
Remember that the ADX should be used with other technical tools and does 
not indicate trend direction, only strength. 
 
A rising ADX may indicate a strengthening bearish trend, so look at the stock 
and other indicators. 
 
You can access the ADX ranker from the stock menu item in Tom’s Tools as 
follows: 
 
Stocks > Stock Rankers > ADX 
 
In the image below, I highlighted the lookback period for the cross above 20.  
 
When I had the Wizard Criteria on “Hide” I mistakenly thought the scans 
would yield results for a cross that happened in the last 120 days. 
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Chart Days provides you with the number of bars in the chart that is displayed 
from the results list. 
 

 
Figure 1: Default settings for ADX Ranker with Wizard Criteria Displayed 
 
Using the default settings, a search on Friday 3/12/2021 returned the 
following: 
 

 
Figure 2: ADX Ranker Results for S&P 100 Optionable Stocks on 3/12/2021 
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I mentioned checking out an Asset Class list (set is provided at this end of this 
article) but there were no ADX ranker results for the list from Friday. Instead, 
these results were generated on Monday 3/15/21: 
 

 
 
Figure 2: ADX Ranker Results for S&P 100 Optionable Stocks on 3/12/2021 
 
The ADX indicator often includes the +DI and the -DI oscillators by default and 
these do provide insight on bullish and bearish movement, respectively. 
 
Since all three values move between 0 and 100, consider using an unbounded 
oscillator as your additional tool (i.e., Rate of Change, MACD, OBV). 
 
I posted the first two charts (KMI & DOW) that appeared from the S&P 100 
Optionable list scan as of 3/12/2021. The price action looks pretty similar in 
the last ¼ to 1/3 of the chart, but the middle section of DOW has some more 
narrow trendless action, which is reflected by declining ADX, +DI, and -DI for a 
stretch of time. 
 
It started with declining +DI and then positive action, a spike in -DI 
(downtrends can move faster) and finally a downturn in ADX.  
 
The best way to appreciate these three oscillators is to review them, 
preferably both together and in isolation with price. 
 
You can highlight one of the oscillators by making that a thicker line in your 
settings and leaving the other two in place or making them thin or light-
colored. 
 
I believe you’ll find the exercise interesting. 
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Figure 4: Daily Bar Chart with 200-day SMA for KMI and DOW as of 
3/12/2021 
 
Although it was my intention to set up a case study on Sunday, I’m here 
Tuesday evening looking at the ranker, which is good. Here are the results for 
S&P 100 Optionable on 3/16/2021: 
 

 
Figure 5: ADX Ranker Results for S&P 100 Optionable Stocks on 3/16/2021 
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It’s “good” because it got me more familiar with ranker results. 
 
When DOW fell off, I just extended the number of lookback days to capture the 
cross, but that still didn’t yield DOW in the list. 
 
The only logical conclusion is that ADX moved back down which was indeed 
the case. 
 
For that reason, I’m going to make the criteria on ADX a little stricter and 
require a cross of 25. 
 
Any time you change the default you need to have a compelling reason. 
 
If we had statistics about the use of this ranker we’d have to acknowledge we 
could not base any case study on it. I hope you’re following my logic. 
 
I’ll get into that in a future article, but for now, let’s move forward with a last 
ranker result and case study. 
 

 
 
Figure 6: ADX Ranker Results (Set at 25) for S&P 100 Optionable Stocks on 
3/16/2021 
 
You’ll note a very strong bullish trend in place for WBA, Walgreen Boots 
Alliance. No need to add another indicator to say this thing is going up. 
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Figure 7: Daily Price Chart for WBA with 200-day SMA and ADX on 3/16/21 
 
+DI may be turning, but we’re going to find a basic call strategy using Smart 
Search to move a case study forward. 
 
First step, we need to determine if implied volatility (IV) is relatively high or 
low by checking out WBA’s IV charts using Options > Charts > IV Chart. 
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Figure 8: >90 day IV with 200-day SMA for WBA on 3/16/2021 
 
Next: Searchers > Multi-Strategies > Smart Search 
 

 
Figure 9: Smart Search Home Screen for WBA 
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The lower portion of the screen does allow for multi-leg, low volatility 
Straddles and Strangles, but our approach is focused on an existing trend. For 
that reason, a basic Call search was run with results appearing in Figure 10. 
 

 
 Figure 10: Smart Search list Sorted by Days in Descending Order 
 
I selected a slightly out of the money (OTM) option with reasonable volume 
and open interest as a case study and am going to keep it really simple by 
selecting 1 contract. So, money management has us starting below our $500 
max risk threshold for the case study. It doesn’t mean it’s a set and forget 
position. We are going to use 2019 prices and a logical support area to identify 
exits, as well as a timed exit.  
 
Please look at the chart to think about where you may want to exit for an 
expected profit (Nov-Dec 2019 price action) and where you may want to exit 
for an expected loss (logical support) before looking at the case study detail. 
Also, with 122 days to expiration, how much time do you want to have prior to 
expiration to exist the case study if prices move sideways? 
 
We can add indicator settings as another exit criteria but I’m going to hold-off 
on that for now. We’ll have an opportunity to explore that next month. 
 
Figure 11 displays the case study detail and risk graph data, followed by exit 
rules. After this article post, consider running through a similar process for a 
new ADX case study or check WBA to make sure conditions are still suitable 
for a bullish call. 
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Figure 11: Single WBA Jul 16 55 Call Case Study on 3/16/2021 
 
 
Buy call to open at $4.20 (assume some price improvement from ask) for a net 
debit of $420. 
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Case Study Exits: 
 
• Exit the next day for an expected profit if WBA price reaches $60 
(includes intraday price action) 
• Exit the next day for an expected loss if WBA closes below $50 
• Exit no later than 30 days to expiration, or Wednesday, Jun 16, 2021 
 
Whew … I hope “stream of consciousness” worked for you on this article. 
Fortunately, there were lots of pictures. 
 
Regards, Clare White, CMT 
 
Asset Class List (May or may not be optionable or liquid) 

 
 
Great stuff, Clare! 
Tom Gentile 
C1P (Chief 1-percenter) 
Disclaimers 
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Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. 
 
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and 
options market.  Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. 
 
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option. 
 
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike an actual 
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. 
 
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or 
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with 
hindsight. 
 
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar 
to those shown. 
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including 
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or 
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service 
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free.  Under no circumstances 
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other 
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site. 
 
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence 
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and 
TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment 
decisions.  You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any 
investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon reliance on news, 
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe 
to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy, 
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational 
and informational purposes only.  Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a 
broker/dealer. 
 
Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain requirements.  All 
securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed investors.  All prices 
in USD unless noted otherwise. 
 
A full disclaimer can be found here:  http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html. 


